
OLOL PSR Cancellation Protocol Memo 
 

It is unusual for PSR to cancel for any reason.  But with winter upon us, I 
thought it wise to communicate our cancellation protocol and policy. 
 

We are revising the currently published cancellation policy as follows: 
 

Cancellation 
       Wednesday —  

Old Policy -   If Marysville Schools are closed because of 
extreme weather, PSR is also cancelled.  If there is a delay in 
the district, PSR is NOT affected.    
New Policy - A Level 3 Snow Emergency or lack of teachers  

      will cancel class.  
   

       Sunday— A Level 3 Snow Emergency or lack of teachers will  
             cancel class. 
 

Due to area school cancellations being varied, we are revising the policy 
concerning Wednesday evening only.  For instance, when school is cancelled 
for fog or extreme low temperatures in the morning but the situation improves 
over the course of the day, we will have PSR.   
 

So, on Sunday mornings a decision is made at 7:30 am as to whether or not to 
cancel classes.  Weather reports, current conditions and snow emergency 
levels are checked preceding the making of that decision.   
 

On Wednesday evenings a decision is made by 5:00 pm.  Weather reports, 
current conditions and snow emergency levels are checked preceding the 
making of that decision 
 

If at any time a decision to cancel classes is made, 
communication to our webmaster to post a banner on 
www.olol.cc is immediate, and communication to our 
catechist team closely follows.  Signs are then posted on the 
CCC doors.  Finally, every attempt to email parents is made 
as well.   
 

By all means, if you cannot make it to PSR due to road conditions, do not 
come to PSR.  Each of us must make the decision to be on the roads for 
ourselves.  We respect that, plus, your child can make up the work from the 
missed class.   Be safe if you find road conditions in your area are hazardous 
and impassable.   
 

If you have any questions, please email Mrs. Turner at psr.olol@rrohio.com or 
see her during PSR. 

http://www.olol.cc/
mailto:psr.olol@rrohio.com

